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Bruckner on Valve Trombone?—
Low Brass Performance Practice in Anton Bruckner’s Works

Bernhard Rainer

Translated by Howard Weiner

When one considers the music of Anton Bruckner (1824–96) today, it is hard to 
imagine that the brass chorales of his symphonies were ever played on instruments 
other than on wide-bore German trombones that were developed ca. 1835 by C. F. 
Sattler in Leipzig1 and the predominantly American instruments that evolved from 
them. Bruckner also employed trombones prominently in his early Masses—mostly 
doubling the voice parts colla parte, a technique well known from the great Vien-
nese composers Haydn, Mozart, and Schubert. As evidenced by the instruments of 
this period, the bore size of Viennese trombones remained nearly unchanged from 
the sixteenth century into the third decade of the nineteenth century. This is clearly 
documented by the set of trombones by Joseph Huschauer from 1813 and by a tenor 
trombone, dated 1823, by Joseph Riedl (Figures 1 and 2).2 A step toward a wider 
bore in Viennese trombones probably was made by Riedl around 1830, as can be seen 
from an undated instrument preserved in the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna.3 
It therefore at first seems logical that Bruckner’s early works were played with slide 
trombones of the kind made in Vienna in the period of Schubert and Beethoven. 
However, with his first larger works, Bruckner not only took up the tradition of the 
Viennese Classic, but also found himself in an environment that was very strongly 
informed by contemporary secular and sacred music with wind instruments, an en-
vironment that had a substantial influence on his first compositions. In this context, 
one can even speak of Bruckner’s “wind-music socialization.”4 At that time, however, 
this environment found itself in a major process of transformation with regard to brass 
instruments. The newly invented valve instruments found entry into light, military, 
and art music, and thus it was at a very early stage that the valve trombone found use 
in the orchestras and ensembles that are known to have performed Bruckner’s music.
 Although Bruckner, unlike other famous nineteenth-century composers, such as 
Giuseppe Verdi, obviously never composed trombone parts specifically for valve trom-
bones, it will be shown here when and in which works Bruckner heard his own music 
performed on such instruments, and which works were played on slide trombones. 
Moreover, the performance practice with respect to early tubas will be examined.5

 Bruckner’s oeuvre is clearly divided into three main creative periods. His ten-year 
sojourn in St. Florian (1845–55) was followed by his employment as cathedral organ-
ist in Linz (1855–68), with the subsequent years, up to his death, spent in Vienna 
(1868–96). Local performance situations and opportunities naturally have ramifica-
tions for the works of a composer. The fact that Bruckner prominently featured brass 
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Figure 1: Tenor trombone in B f by Joseph Riedl (Vienna, 1823). 
Reproduced by the kind permission of the Sammlungen der Gesellschaft  

der Musikfreunde in Wien.

Figure 2: Detail of tenor trombone by Joseph Riedl.
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instruments, and in particular trombones (and later also the tuba) in his works, and 
that this was due to his musical environment, has already been mentioned. If one wants 
to investigate the performance practice of low brasswind instruments in his works, it 
is necessary to take a closer look at his three main places of activity and the respective 
environments. While trombone performance practice in nineteenth-century Vienna 
has been well researched by Gerhard Zechmeister and Howard Weiner, there are still 
many open questions concerning the use of low brass instruments in St. Florian and 
Linz during Bruckner’s time in these places, even though recent Bruckner research has 
increasingly concentrated on the subjects of organology and performance practice.6

 Before we turn to Bruckner’s works with low brass instruments in detail, let us 
take a look at the manufacture of low brass instruments in Vienna and Linz as well 
as at the introduction of valve instruments in the wind bands and orchestras of the 
time.

Trombone makers in Linz and Vienna during Bruckner’s time

Vienna
Viennese brass instrument making had attained a high standard in the eighteenth 
century, as documented by preserved trumpets, horns, and trombones by the Leicham-
schneider,7 Huschauer,8 and Kerner9 families. From the beginning of the nineteenth 
century, brass instrument making increasingly took on an industrial character, whereby 
the larger factories engaged in worldwide export.
 Joseph Felix Riedl (b. ca. 1788, Graslitz, Bohemia; d. 1837, Vienna) can be 
considered a major innovator, especially in the area of valve instruments. He was ac-
tive from ca. 1811 in Floridsdorf (today the twenty-first district of Vienna) and took 
over Joseph Huschauer’s trade license in 1815. In 1820 he made a bass trombone in 
F with a double slide. In 1823, a year before Bruckner’s birth, he received a ten-year 
patent, jointly with Joseph Kail, a horn player at the Imperial-Royal Court Opera, 
for a double sliding-tube valve (Doppelschubventile), the so-called Vienna valve. The 
advantages of the new invention were described on 29 November 1823 in the Amts-
blatt (official journal) of the Kaiserlich priv. Wiener Zeitung: “the many dull, muffled 
sounds of the horns are transformed into bright-sounding natural notes, the buzzing 
tone of the keyed trumpet is refined, and the trombone spared the long drawing of 
the slide.”10 Although the valve trumpet was first described in 1827 in the Trompeten-
schule of Andreas Nemetz (1799–1846),11 who was a trombonist at the Imperial-Royal 
Court Opera and therefore a colleague of Joseph Kail’s, there is no mention of the 
valve trombone in his Neueste Posaun-Schule, which was published at the same time. 
Nemetz made up for this omission in the second edition, which appeared sometime 
after 1831.12 In the expanded edition, he reported that Joseph Riedl was the first to 
employ the valves of the trumpet and the horn on the trombone, and that Johann 
Tobias Uhlmann (recte: Leopold Uhlmann) decisively improved the mechanism of 
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the valve trombone in 1830. The reason Nemetz did not mention the valve trombone 
in the first edition of his trombone method may be that he had only adopted the 
improved instruments by Uhlmann, or because the trombone method had been writ-
ten sometime before the trumpet method (although they appeared simultaneously, 
the trombone method was his “16th work,” the trumpet method his “17th work”). 
In any case, the valve trombone existed already in 1827/29. In an article about the 
valve horn in the Wiener Allgemeine Theaterzeitung,13 it was reported in early 1828 
that Joseph Kail also applied the mechanism of the “chromatic horn” to the trumpet 
and trombone; strangely, Riedl is not mentioned. It can therefore not be determined 
with certainty when Joseph Riedl made his first valve trombone, but the mid-1820s 
can be assumed as the date of origin. However, the first valve trombones obviously still 
had technical deficiencies. We can read about problems concerning the functionality 
of the valves, the air leaks in the tubing, the squirting of condensation out of the 
valves, right angles and sharp edges disrupting the air column, etc., in letters, dated 
between 1823 and 1835, written by Riedl/Kail, Riedl, and L. Uhlmann.14

 The second important trombone maker to contribute to the development of the 
valve trombone in Vienna, Leopold Tobias Uhlmann (1806–78), has already been 
mentioned. Leopold joined his father’s workshop ca. 1830 and ran it with great suc-
cess after his father’s death. In 1837 the Vienna Court Opera obtained a valve trom-
bone from Uhlmann.15 On 26 March 1858 the Imperial-Royal Hofkapelle bought a 
Bass-Tenor Posaun from Uhlmann for 40 Gulden,16 and in August of the same year a 
further “bass-tenor trombone in B f with four valves and two bell joints” (“Bass-Tenor 
Possaune in B mit vier Maschinen und zwei Corpus”). In 1882 yet another tenor 
valve trombone in B f, designated “Solo B f alto trombone [with] 4 valves” (“Solo B. 
Altposaune 4 Cilind.”) was purchased from Uhlmann.17 The bell of a valve trombone 
from the Vienna court chapel has been preserved. It cannot be determined with 
certainty whether it belonged to one of the Uhlmann instruments mentioned in the 
1856 inventory of the court chapel. In any case, the engraving “Leopold Uhlmann 
K:K: priv[ileg]. Instrumentenfabrik in Wien” and “K:K: Hofkapelle” points to a date 
of manufacture around 1860 and usage in the court chapel. The imperial privilege 
was granted to Uhlmann between 184518 and 1863;19 from 1874 he was “k k. Hof- 
Blasinstrumentenmacher” (“imperial-royal court wind-instrument maker”).20

 Another instrument maker who built valve trombones was Daniel Meinl (?–ca. 
1876). Little is known about him, although in 1862 he and Leopold Uhlmann pro-
duced a number of instruments for the Court Opera, namely one three-valve and 
three four-valve tenor trombones in B f and two three-valve bass trombones in F, as 
well as another two three-valve bass trombones in F for the stage music band.21

 The Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde owns a valve trombone by Anton Kleps 
(?–1857), a pupil of Joseph Riedl’s, and the bell of a valve trombone by August Beyde 
(b. Leipzig, 1789–d. Vienna, 1869) can be found in the Music Instrument Collection 
of Leipzig University.22
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 With the invention of the bombardon in Vienna in the late 1820s, Wenzel 
Riedl (fl. 1818–44) made a new low valve instrument available to brass players. In 
an advertisement in the Wiener Zeitung in 1829, Riedl touted, in addition to other 
brasswind instruments, a “newly invented bass bombardone with twelve keys, or with 
a valve mechanism.”23 From an article in the Allgemeine Theaterzeitung in 1833,24 it 
becomes clear that Riedl’s bombardon had three valves at this time and was tuned 
in B f like a valve trombone. In his article, Riedl announced an expansion of this 
instrument to four valves in order to be able to play all the notes down to EE. From 
the mid-1830s, Leopold Uhlmann apparently built low valve instruments based on 
an ophicleide purchased by the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde in 1833, which was 
called a bombardon or “ophicleide with valve mechanism.”25 

Linz
Brass-instrument making is documented in Linz as early as the beginning of the 
nineteenth century.26 Karl Doke (ca. 1778–1826) was active in Linz from 1809 as 
maker of wood- and brasswind instruments. After his death the workshop was run by 
his widow, Josepha (?–1851), and his son, Alois (?–1843). It is not known whether 
the Doke workshop produced trombones and valve instruments.
 With Ignaz Lorenz (b. Schwaderbach, 1804; d. Linz, 1875), the production of 
brass instruments in Linz undeniably reached a high point. After training with Joseph 
Riedl in Vienna during the decisive years in the development of valve instruments, he 
founded his own workshop in Linz in 1827, but maintained business connections with 
Riedl over a long period. Lorenz undoubtedly began making trombones in the early 
years of his career in Linz. A slide trombone (Figures 3 and 4) by him is preserved in 
St. Florian Abbey—an instrument very similar to the trombone by Joseph Riedl in 
Vienna’s Kunsthistorisches Museum—as are a valve trombone in Kremsmünster Ab-
bey (Figure 5), and an early bombardon with Viennese valves in a private collection 
(Figure 6). After Lorenz’s death, the workshop was run by his former employees until 
well into the twentieth century.
 Another interesting instrument maker in this context is Joseph Wenzel Lausmann 
(b. Gottesgabe, 1824; d. Vienna, 1883). Active in Linz from 1848 to ca. 1880, he was 
personally acquainted with Bruckner, as documented by a letter from the composer 
dated 1864. Lausmann and Bruckner were also both members of the “Frohsinn” 
Liedertafel (men’s choir). Wood- and brasswind instruments bearing Lausmann’s 
signature are known, but it is not certain that they were made in Linz; it is possible 
that he traded in instruments made by other makers.

The introduction of valve instruments in the wind bands and orchestras 
of Bruckner’s time 

It is generally known that after their invention, valve instruments did not immediately 
supplant the older valveless instruments. Natural, keyed, and valve instruments were 
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Figure 3: Tenor trombone in B f by Ignaz Lorenz (Linz). 
Reproduced by the kind permission of the Stiftsbibliothek St. Florian.

Figure 4: Detail of tenor trombone by Ignaz Lorenz.
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used alongside one another for a period of several decades. However, it is remark-
able that the introduction of valve instruments took place very quickly, especially 
in orchestras that played light music as well as in military and civic wind bands 
throughout Austria. As I will show presently, these were the musicians who were 
involved in premieres of Bruckner’s works during his Upper-Austrian period. It may 
at first be surprising that valve instruments very quickly found their way into court 
chapels and opera orchestras. In addition to the relative ease with which they could 
play chromatic melodies, the valve instruments had another decisive advantage: they 
significantly facilitated the switching between different brass instruments, something 
that was required of musicians even in the Stadtpfeifer tradition of the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries. Whereas natural trumpet (clarino playing), natural horn 
(stopping technique), and trombone (slide technique) had entirely different technical 
solutions for chromatic playing, the technical characteristics were equalized with the 
valve versions of these instruments, and the technical differences between these three 

Figure 5: Valve trombone in B f by Ignaz Lorenz (Linz). 
Reproduced by the kind permission of the Stift Kremsmünster.

Figure 6: Bombardon in F by Ignaz Lorenz (Linz). 
Reproduced by the kind permission of Michael Söllner, Kremsmünster.
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instruments essentially consisted of different mouthpieces. It should also be noted 
that the mouthpiece standards of this time were entirely different than those of today, 
and that different instruments were played with very similar mouthpieces. Thus in 
his trombone method of 1827, Andreas Nemetz stated that the mouthpiece for the 
alto trombone was often the same as that for the second trumpet, but with a deeper 
cup.27 It is also noteworthy that the valve-instrument pioneer Joseph Kail (1795–1871) 
initially came on the scene as a horn player (1819 in the Pest Theater, 1823–26 in the 
Vienna Court Theater), but was appointed Professor of Valve Trumpet and Trombone 
in Prague in 1826.28 Instrumentalists who played several wind instruments were com-
mon at this time, especially in military bands and light-music ensembles. 

Vienna
The first orchestra in Vienna to use valve instruments was probably that of Joseph 
Lanner (1801–43). From 1825 Lanner employed three brass players, two of whom 
alternated on trumpet and horn and one who played only trumpet, as the ensemble’s 
performance material shows.29 In the trio of the waltz Aufforderung zum Tanz (pub-
lished in 1827), solos passages for two (valve) trumpets are found in contemporary 
orchestral parts (Example 1).30 
 In addition to the three horn/trumpet players (who were later joined by a fourth 
musician), Lanner regularly employed a trombonist starting in 1828. A first bom-
bardon part stems from 1835. All these brasses were very likely valve instruments. 
Their unusually early appearance in Lanner’s orchestra, just three years after the first 
documented construction of a valve instrument in Vienna, would seem to correspond 
to the show elements of his light-music ensemble. Instrument maker Joseph Riedl 
obviously collaborated with the brass players of both the Lanner and Strauss orchestras. 
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In a promotional letter to the Weimar court chapel in 1836, Riedl offered bombar-
dons, horns, and trumpets, referring to these as “Strauss-Lanner valve instruments.”31 
However, idiomatic passages for valve instruments are infrequent in the brass parts 
of the early Viennese waltz orchestras. The valves primarily made the extra crooks of 
the invention-horns and trumpets superfluous, which was a great advantage, as was 
already mentioned in Riedl and Kail’s 1823 patent: “that the scales of three horns 
or three trumpets, or also of two, are united in one and the same instrument.”32 An 
example for a trombone part clearly written for a valve trombone is that from Joseph 
Lanner’s Die Mozartisten (1842). In this part, alongside virtuoso passages, are also 
found trills that make sense only if performed on a valve instrument (Example 2).
 It cannot be precisely determined when the first valve instruments found their way 
into the Vienna Court Opera (Kärntnertortheater), but here too the introduction of 
valves seems to have taken place very early. As mentioned above, Joseph Kail, a valve 
specialist, was engaged by the Court Opera in the mid-1820s. In 1834 the bombardon 
player Franz Fretzer was hired,33 and in 1837 the above-mentioned purchase of a valve 
trombone was effected.
 Interesting details concerning the introduction of the valve can also be found in 
two Court Music Chapel inventories from 1840 and 1856.34 Although this institu-
tion was certainly Vienna’s most conservative orchestra, owing to its primary function 
of performing sacred music, as early as 1840 it possessed two valve trumpets, two 
valve horns, and two valve trombones (tenor and bass),35 in addition to two natural 
horns, two slide trombones (of which one was unusable), six natural trumpets, and 
two keyed trumpets. In 1858, during the course of a larger reorganization, all the 
older instruments still present—namely two natural horns (“with all the crooks”), two 
slide trombones, and six “older trumpets” (apparently natural and keyed trumpets), 

Example 1: Joseph Lanner, Aufforderung zum Tanz (1827), Trumpets 1–3, 
mm. 219–34 and 289–303.
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as well as an old tenor valve trombone—were discarded, and two new tenor-bass 
valve trombones by Leopold Uhlmann were purchased. Therefore in 1858 the Court 
Music Chapel had at its disposal a then-standard set of trombones, consisting of two 
tenor valve trombones in B f and a bass valve trombone in F. This set remained in use 
until 1882, when the bass valve trombone was replaced by a narrow-bore tenor valve 
trombone by Uhlmann. Only in 1907 was a set of slide trombones, consisting of an 
alto trombone in E f, a tenor trombone in B f, and a tenor-bass trombone in B f with 
F attachment, all made by Anton Dehmal, bought for the Court Music Chapel.36

Austrian Military Bands
The regiments of the imperial and royal monarchy indeed had their regular gar-
risons, but were itinerant also in times of peace, and thus the regiment bands, too, 
were stationed in different places throughout the Habsburg monarchy. Until the 
regulations concerning the Systematization of the Military Music Bands—authored 
by Army Kapellmeister Andreas Leonhardt (1800–66), who had been appointed 
in 1850—were introduced in 1851, there was no standard instrumentation in the 
Austrian military bands.37 During the years of the introduction of valve instruments, 
the individual ensembles were very strongly informed by the initiatives of their Ka-
pellmeisters. One of the most important of these was the above-mentioned Andreas 
Nemetz, who directed the Infantry Regiment No. 19 from 1828 until his death in 
1846. The trumpet corps of his band appeared together with the orchestra of Johann 
Strauss the Elder on 2 March 1828 in Vienna; only a week later Joseph Lanner also 
adopted this idea.38 Nemetz’s description of the valve trumpet in his method of 1827, 

Example 2: Joseph Lanner, Die Mozartisten (1842), Trombone, 
mm. 67–76 and 418–29.
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that of the valve trombone in the second edition of his trombone method, and the 
musical connections with the early waltz ensembles, make it clear that Nemetz was a 
pioneer in the area of valve instruments.39 Thus, the Wiener Theaterzeitung reported 
in 1833 in an article about the bombardon: “under the direction of the meritorious 
Kapellmeister Nemetz, it [the bombardon] was introduced to the world, as was the 
valve trumpet earlier.”40 The instrumentation of his band is shown by the composi-
tions he published in 1844 in his Allgemeine Musikschule für Militärmusik (“General 
Method for Military Music”):

 flute + piccolo in D f (C)
 1 clarinet in A f (G), 4 clarinets in E f (D)
 2 horns in E f (D), 2 horns in B f (A f/G) basso
 2 flugelhorns in B f (A), 1 bass flugelhorn in B f (A) basso
 6 trumpets in E f (D), I bass trumpet in B f (A) basso
 2 bassoons, 1 contrabassoon
 2 trombones in B f, 1 bass trombone in F
 1 bombardon in F
 percussion

All the brasses were valve instruments.41 In his military music method, Nemetz indeed 
mentioned an invention-trumpet in G, natural horn, and slide trombone in B f, but 
did not mention any keyed-brass instruments. Moreover, the description of the bass 
slide trombone in F (A f, G) “particularly in use in the military,” as found at the back 
of his 1827 trombone method,42 is lacking in the 1844 military music method. In 
addition to a valve trumpet in G, a valve horn in D, and a valve trombone in B f, the 
military music method also includes illustrations of a valve flugelhorn in C, a bass 
valve trombone in F, and a three-valve “Bombardon or Ophicleide” in F. In 1844/45 
Nemetz was stationed with his band in Linz and performed there, together with the 
orchestra of the Linz Theater, his tone poem Die Bestürmung von Saida (“The Siege 
of Saida”).43 Philipp Fahrbach (1815–85) described a very similar, somewhat enlarged 
instrumentation for Austrian military bands in an article in the Allgemeine Wiener 
Musik-Zeitung in 1844:44

 2 flutes + piccolo
 2 oboes
 1 clarinet in A f, 2 clarinets in E f, 4 clarinets in B f
 4 horns in F
 1 cornet a pistons, 1 “Trompetin” or post horn in A f or B f
 2 flugelhorns in C or B f, 1 bass flugelhorn, baritone or euphonium
 4 trumpets in E f, 2 trumpets in F basso, 2 bass trumpets in B f or A f
 2 bassoons
 3 trombones
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 basses: contrabassoon, bombardon
 percussion

Upper Austria
It has already been mentioned that Bruckner grew up in a musical environment that 
was very strongly influenced by wind music. Prior to 1848 there were thirty-three 
wind bands in Upper-Austrian villages, with an additional 257 appearing by 1900.45 
Valve instruments can be documented relatively early in the activity of these village 
music ensembles. For example, in the holdings of the Micheldorf Music Society, 
which was founded in 1833, are found B f parts for two Maschin-Flügelhörner (valve 
flugelhorns) belonging to founding member Johann Michael Zeitlinger (1803–69).46 
Valve instruments apparently were introduced into rural Austria by itinerant Bohemian 
musicians. A Styrian musician later recalled, “The old homelike Styrian music was 
forced out through the invention of the flugelhorn and valve trumpets ... which were 
brought in by Bohemian musicians.”47 In this connection, the pioneering activities of 
Bohemian musicians and instrument makers should be remembered: after all, Joseph 
and Wenzel Riedl, Ignaz Lorenz, Wenzel Lausmann, Joseph Kail, and Andreas Nemetz 
were all born in the territory of today’s Czech Republic. Through its geographic prox-
imity to the Bohemian neighbors, Upper Austria had a distinct advantage, and thus 
the introduction of the valve certainly took place earlier here than in other regions.
 Information concerning the early introduction of valve instruments is also found 
in preserved performance material in Upper-Austrian monasteries; for example, from 
the 1830s in Kremsmünster Abbey.48 Preserved even today in this abbey are a very early 
valve horn by Leopold Uhlmann as well as three valve horns, a natural horn, a natural 
trumpet, and parts of a valve trombone by Ignaz Lorenz.49 In St. Florian Abbey, where 
Bruckner was employed for ten years, the first reference to a valve instrument is found 
in a cantata by Johann Baptist Schiedermayr (1779–1840). In the composition Schöner 
Festtag, Freund der Lieder from 1836, two bassoons, two horns, two keyed trumpets, 
four natural trumpets, bombardon, and timpani were used to accompany the voices. 
The bombardon may very well have been a Viennese instrument with valves.50 Early 
brasswind instruments that have survived in St. Florian Abbey are a natural trumpet 
by Michael Leichamschneider (dated 1744) as well as a valve trumpet, a valve horn, 
and the above-depicted slide trombone by Ignaz Lorenz.51

 Particularly interesting in this context are inventories and invoices from St. 
Florian’s archives during the tenure of Regens Chori Ignaz Traumihler (1815–84). 
After four clarinets and a flute had been bought in 1843, a number of unspecified 
wind instruments were purchased for 75 Gulden in 1853. In 1854 a flugelhorn was 
bought for 9 Gulden, in 1855 a Maschintrompete for 12 Gulden and an oboe for 
24 Gulden.52 On the basis of two inventories from 1854 and 1858, it is possible to 
determine which instruments were involved in the 1853 purchase. 
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 Inventories 1850s 
 2 oboes (1 bought in 1855)
 flute (bought in 1843)   
 4 clarinets (1843)       
    
 4 horns (2 “old”)   
 5 trumpets (1–2 by Leichamschneider, 1 bass? trumpet 1855)
 bass flugelhorn (1854)  
 4 trombones (1 by Lorenz)   

Two horns repaired in 1843 were described as “old,” and the preserved Leichamschnei-
der trumpet from the eighteenth century had probably been one of a pair. The still 
extant Lorenz slide trombone and the one oboe undoubtedly belonged to the stock 
of instruments from earlier times. Most likely acquired in the 1853 purchase, then, 
were two valve trumpets, two valve horns, and three valve trombones, which, at ap-
proximately 10 Gulden per instrument, would be consistent with the total price of 75 
Gulden (see the prices for the Maschinflügelhorn and Maschintrompete above). Since 
the frequently mentioned Maschinflügelhorn is also referred to as a bass flugelhorn, 
the Maschintrompete from 1855 could have been a bass trumpet. The assumption that 
the unidentified instruments of the 1853 purchase were valve instruments is bolstered 
by the verified acquisition of two valve instruments in the following years. In ad-
dition, the purchase in 1854 of a valve bass flugelhorn as an “ancillary instrument” 
supports the presumption that a complete renewal of the brass instrument inventory 
with valve instruments took place in 1853: the abbey most likely first acquired an 
instrumentarium appropriate for the orchestral practice of the time, consisting of two 
valve trumpets, two valve horns, and three valve trombones, which was later expanded 
with the valve bass flugelhorn. The probable purchase of a valve bass trumpet in 1855 
could then be seen as the next logical step for the completion of the instrumentarium. 
Besides the renewal of the instrumentarium with valve instruments, the reason for 
the expansion of the stock of instruments may have had to do with the appointment 
in 1850 of the Bohemian Josef Heybal as music teacher for wind instruments. The 
intention was probably to have musical performances by amateurs from the monastery.

Bruckner’s Works with Low Brass Instruments

In the following section, Bruckner’s works with low brass instruments—i.e., trombones, 
bombardon, and tuba—are listed in chronological order according to the date of their 
first performance, whereas less attention is paid to the genesis and possible reworkings 
of the pieces. The numbering of the works follows the Werkverzeichnis Anton Bruckner 
(WAB).53 Information about first performances is primarily taken from the publica-
tions (editions and critical reports) of the complete editions of Bruckner’s works.54
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 Although the date and place of the first performances are known for most of the 
works, information about the ensembles and orchestras that performed them in the 
early and middle creative periods is completely lacking. This naturally makes it dif-
ficult to answer the question of which of his works Bruckner heard at their premieres 
with valve or slide trombones, as well as that concerning the kind of tuba instrument 
involved. Even in the cases in which an inventory of musical instruments of an institu-
tion (St. Florian Abbey, the Vienna Hofkapelle) might provide information about the 
instrumentarium of Bruckner performances, it is not certain that these instruments 
were also actually employed at the premieres. 
 These questions are even more difficult to answer when there is no information 
at all about the musicians or about the instruments that they used. However, for all of 
Bruckner’s works with low brass instruments there is at least one piece of information 
available concerning the respective first performances, namely the cities or towns where 
they took place. Therefore, in the foregoing discussion I have attempted to provide 
a detailed view of the development, usage of, and change in the instrumentarium in 
the localities where Bruckner was active. With this knowledge, it is now possible to 
venture an answer to the central question of this article: namely, whether or not valve 
trombones were used in premieres of Bruckner’s compositions. However, it is obvious 
that in many cases this answer can be little more than an educated guess, and this is 
the reason, particularly at the beginning of the following list, for the frustratingly 
frequent use of the terms “probably,” “could have been,” etc. Nevertheless, I am of 
the opinion that a presentation of the performance-practice situation of the low brass 
instruments in Bruckner’s works, corresponding to the current state of knowledge, is 
useful and of interest.

The St. Florian Decade (1845–55)
The first of Bruckner’s works with trombones are the fragments of a Kyrie for cho-
rus, three trombones, and organ (Missa pro Quadragesima, WAB 140 [ca. 1845], 
composed while the composer was still in Kronsdorf ) and of a Kyrie for chorus, two 
oboes, three trombones, and organ (Missa in E f, WAB 139). Since these two frag-
ments were not performed in public during Bruckner’s lifetime, it should simply be 
noted that trombones were integrated into the instrumentation even in Bruckner’s 
early creative period.

Aequale (WAB 149), for three trombones
Three trombone parts (alto, tenor, and bass) have been preserved for the first Aequal, 
and only two (alto and tenor) for the second. The bass trombone part of the second 
Aequal was reconstructed for the Bruckner Bruckner Gesamtausgabe by Hans Bauern-
feind.55 Since authoritative sources have yet to be found concerning the genesis and 
the performance of these pieces, one can only speculate as to the musicians involved 
in and the instrumentarium employed at their first performances. In view of the fact 
that a wind music ensemble is not documented at St. Florian until 187456 and a full 
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set of trombones was available only from 1853 (see above), the trombonists for perfor-
mances at St. Florian probably were recruited from military or civilian bands in Linz. 
During the second half of the nineteenth century, there is documentary evidence for 
numerous substitutes from the military and the Linz Theater for musical performances 
in the monastery. Musicians from the band of the Linz civil guard were probably 
employed as extras until the middle of the century. This band was founded by Franz 
Xaver Glöggl (1764–1839), who conducted Mozart’s Requiem in St. Florian in 1823 
on the occasion of the funeral ceremonies in honor of Abbot Johann Michael Ziegler. 
Glöggl additionally served as master of the town waits, theater music director, and 
cathedral music director in Linz, and incidentally prompted Beethoven to compose 
his three Equale (WoO 30) for four trombones. Moreover, by way of the St. Florian 
Regens Chori Ignaz Traumihler, there were close connections to Bruckner’s teacher, 
Johann Baptist Schiedermayr, who was director of the Friends of Music, theater music 
director in Linz, and functionary of the band of the Linz civil guard.57

 Since the ranges of the five surviving parts to the Aequale correspond to those 
specified in Nemetz’s methods, a first performance with three tenor valve trombones 
in B f, or two tenor valve trombones in B f and a bass valve trombone in F, is most 
likely. The valve trombone had already become the standard instrument around 1850, 
at least among professionals, as was reported by the Viennese Court Kapellmeister 
in a submission dated 4 January 1851.58 A rendition with three slide trombones in 
B f or even with a mixed group of slide and valve trombones is within the realm of 
possibility; the slide bass trombone in F was no longer in use in Linz even in Glöggl’s 
time.59 

Requiem in D Minor (WAB 39), for soloists, chorus, strings, horn, three trombones, 
organ
Premiere: 15 September 1849, St. Florian Abbey
The demanding trombone parts point to a performance by at least semi-professional 
players. As in the case of the Aequale, it can only be speculated as to where they came 
from. The instruments used were most likely two tenor valve trombones in B f and 
a bass valve trombone in F (the low D, which is called for several times, cannot be 
played on a three-valve trombone in B f or on a slide trombone in B f.60 The bass 
trombonist apparently switched to horn in the Benedictus. The practice of changing 
instruments within a piece was quite common at the time.

Psalm 114 (WAB 36), for chorus and three trombones
Premiere: 1852
Vor Arneths Grab (WAB 53), for chorus and three trombones
Premiere: March 1853
The same assumptions as for the Requiem apply to these two works.

Libera me (WAB 22), for chorus, cello, double bass, three trombones, organ
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Premiere: 24 March 1854, St. Florian Abbey
Since, as we have seen, St. Florian Abbey most likely bought three valve trombones 
in the summer of 1853, it can be assumed that from this point onward the execution 
of trombone parts in St. Florian took place on these instruments, even if amateur 
musicians from the Abbey were involved in the performances. Although a single slide 
trombone, which has survived to the present day, was still in the Abbey’s stock of 
instruments, the use of the newly acquired set of valve trombones as a whole seems 
obvious. The different versions of the following works also evidently point to this 
remaining slide trombone being decommissioned in 1853.

Heil, Vater! Dir zum hohen Feste (WAB 61), for chorus, three horns, two trumpets, 
one bass trombone
Premiere: 28 or 29 September 1852, St. Florian Abbey
This cantata was first performed in 1852 in honor of the name day of Provost Arneth, 
and again in 1857 with an altered text. The bass trombone part is relatively simple 
and could very well have been played by an amateur musician from the monastery, 
which would also be consistent with the occasion and the instrumentation of the 
work. According to the Bruckner-Gesamtausgabe, there is an ossia passage offering the 
choice of d or D. An explanation for this might be the execution in 1852 on tenor 
slide trombone in B f (still preserved in the monastery) as opposed to the use of a bass 
valve trombone in F, purchased in 1853, in the 1857 performance.

Missa solemnis (WAB 29), for soloists, chorus, and orchestra (0,2,0,2; 2,2,3,0, timp, 
strings, organ)
Premiere: 14 September 1854, St. Florian Abbey
The demanding trombone parts of this Mass, which was performed in honor of the 
new abbot, were probably played by outside musicians on two valve trombones in B f 
and a bass valve trombone in F.

Laßt Jubeltöne laut erklingen (WAB 76), for men’s chorus, two horns, two trumpets, 
four trombones
This piece was composed by Bruckner for the reception of the imperial bride, Prin-
cess Elisabeth of Bavaria, in Linz on 21 April 1854. The “Frohsinn” Liedertafel also 
rehearsed the piece, and it was to be performed with brass players probably from the 
ranks of the band of the Linz civil guard. At the last moment, however, it was replaced 
by an a cappella piece and thus did not experience a performance.61 The trombone 
parts were probably intended for three tenor valve trombones in B f and a bass valve 
trombone in F.

Auf, Brüder! Auf, und die Saiten zur Hand! (WAB 60), for men’s chorus, two oboes, 
two bassoons, three horns, one trumpet, three trombones
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Like Heil, Vater! Dir zum hohen Feste (WAB 61), this cantata in honor of Provost 
Mayer could have been performed by an ensemble from St. Florian Abbey. The bass 
trombone part descends to D, therefore an execution with two valve tenor trombones 
in B f and one valve bass trombone in F can be assumed. It is worthy of mention here 
that one of the three horn players switched to trumpet in the concluding chorus.

Cathedral Organist in Linz (1855–68)
Psalm 146 (WAB 37), for soloists, chorus, and orchestra (1,2,2,2; 4,2,4,0, timp, strings)
A performance during Bruckner’s lifetime is not documented.

Afferentur (WAB 1), for chorus and three trombones
No performances known.

Festkantate (WAB 16), for men’s chorus, two flutes, two oboes, four clarinets, two 
bassoons, four horns, three trumpets, three trombones, bombardon, timpani
Premiere: 1 May 1862, Linz
This cantata was premiered at the laying of the foundation stone of the new cathedral 
by the Frohsinn Liedertafel under the direction of Engelbert Lanz (1820–1904) and 
the military band of the 13th Infantry Regiment, which was stationed in Linz at that 
time. The low-brass section therefore probably consisted of two tenor valve trombones 
in B f, one bass valve trombone in F, and a bombardon in F.

March in D Minor (WAB 96) / Three Orchestral Pieces (WAB 97) / Overture in 
G Minor (WAB 98)
These pieces for orchestra with trombones (WAB 97 with only one trombone) were 
probably not performed during Bruckner’s lifetime.

Psalm 112 (WAB 35), for chorus and orchestra (three trombones)
A performance during Bruckner’s lifetime is likewise not documented.

Mass in D Minor (WAB 26), for soloists, chorus, and orchestra (2,2,2,2; 2,2,3,0, 
timp, strings, organ)
Premiere: 20 November 1864, Linz
The Mass in D Minor was performed for the first time on 20 November 1864 in 
the Old Cathedral in Linz. It was repeated a short time later as a “Concert Spirituel” 
in Linz’s Redoutensaal. No details are known about the orchestra involved in the 
performances, but since the bass trombone part goes down to D, it is obvious that 
the trombone section consisted of two tenor valve trombones in B f and a bass valve 
trombone in F. For a performance of the Mass on 10 February 1867 by the Vienna 
Hofmusikkapelle under Johann Herbeck, it is very probable that the set of trombones 
by Leopold Uhlmann, described in the inventory of the Hofkapelle and consisting of 
two tenor valve trombones in B f and a bass valve trombone in F, were employed.62
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March in E f (WAB 116) / Apollo March (WAB 115), for military band (two flutes, 
five clarinets, three horns, two flugelhorns, three euphoniums, seven trumpets, three 
trombones, bombardon)
The Apollo March, composed in 1857, is actually by Bela Keler (1820–82), and not 
by Bruckner, but its instrumentation is almost identical to that of Bruckner’s March 
in E f (ca. 1864). Both composers were pupils of Simon Sechter (1788–1867). The 
parts of the bass trombone and the bombardon, which are largely in unison with each 
other, descend to low E f in the March in E f and even to C in the Apollo March. Ac-
cordingly, both marches were written for the low brass section of an Austrian military 
band—with two tenor valve trombones in B f, one bass valve trombone in F, and a 
bombardon in F—which by this time had been standardized.

Germanenzug (WAB 70), for men’s chorus, three cornets, tenor horn, four horns, 
four trumpets, three trombones, bombardon
Premiere: 5 June 1865, Linz
The Frohsinn Liedertafel performed this cantata for the first time in 1865 on the 
occasion of the Oberösterreichisch-Salzburgisches Sängerbundesfestes (Festival of the 
Upper-Austrian–Salzburgian Choral Association). There is no verified information 
about the wind players, but they were probably assembled from local wind bands 
(civil guard, military bands, etc.) Because the bass trombone part descends to D, a 
low brass section of two tenor valve trombones in B f, a bass valve trombone in F, and 
a bombardon in F can be assumed.

Inveni David (WAB 19), for men’s chorus and four trombones
Premiere: 10 May 1868, Linz
This motet was premiered by the Frohsinn Liedertafel as the Offertory in a Mass ser-
vice. The trombonists presumably came from the milieu of the known local ensembles 
(theater orchestra, civil guard, military bands, etc.) Three valve tenor trombones in 
B f and a valve bass trombone in F were probably used.

Symphony No. 1 (WAB 101), for orchestra (2,2,2,2; 4,2,3,0, timp, strings)
Premiere: 9 May 1868, Linz
The Symphony No. 1 was premiered under Bruckner’s direction in Linz’s Redouten-
saal, but no information survives concerning the orchestra involved. The trombone 
section was probably made up of the then standard instrumentation of two tenor 
valve trombones in B f and a bass valve trombone in F.

Mass in E Minor (WAB 27), for chorus and winds (0,2,2,2; 4,2,3,0)
Premiere: 29 September 1869, Linz
This Mass was premiered at the inauguration ceremony of the New Cathedral in Linz 
by the wind players of a military band. The trombone section therefore consisted of 
two tenor valve trombones in B f and a bass valve trombone in F.
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The Viennese Years (1868–96)
Mass in F Minor (WAB 28), for chorus and orchestra (2,2,2,2; 2,2,3,0, timp, strings, 
organ)
Premiere: 16 July 1872, Vienna
The premiere of the Mass in F Minor took place in Vienna’s Augustinerkirche under 
Bruckner’s direction on 16 June 1872 with musicians of the Court Opera Orchestra 
and was repeated in the chapel of the Hofburg on 8 December of the same year. The 
trombone section of the Court Opera (and the Vienna Philharmonic) consisted at 
this time of two tenor valve trombones in B f and a bass valve trombone in F.

Symphony No. 2 (WAB 102), for orchestra (2,2,2,2; 4,2,3,0, timp, strings)
Premiere: 26 October 1873, Vienna
The premiere was given by the Vienna Philharmonic, that is to say, by the musicians 
of the Court Opera Orchestra. The trombone section was therefore made up of two 
tenor valve trombones in B f and a bass valve trombone in F.

Symphony No. 3 (WAB 103), for orchestra (2,2,2,2; 4,2,3,0, timp, strings)
Premiere: 16 December 1877, Vienna
The premiere took place in Vienna under Bruckner’s direction. The trombone section 
consisted of the usual two tenor valve trombones in B f and a bass valve trombone in F.

Symphony No. 4 (WAB 104), for orchestra (2,2,2,2; 4,3,3,1, timp, strings)
Premiere: 20 February 1881, Vienna
The premiere of the Fourth Symphony by the Vienna Philharmonic took place un-
der the direction of Hans Richter. As at the premieres of the previous symphonies, 
the trombone section consisted of two tenor valve trombones in B f and a bass valve 
trombone in F. In the Fourth Symphony Bruckner called for a tuba for the first time. 
A Berlin tuba in F was introduced into the Court Opera Orchestra, and thus into 
the Vienna Philharmonic, in 1875 by Otto Waldemar Brucks after the retirement 
of Franz Fretzner in that year. (From 1834 to 1862 Fretzner had used a bombardon, 
and from 1862 to 1875, a helicon in C).63

Symphony No. 6 (WAB 106), for orchestra (2,2,2,2; 4,3,3,1, timp, strings)
Premiere: 11 February 1883, Vienna
Bruckner heard his Sixth Symphony complete only once in an orchestral rehearsal. 
At the premiere with the Vienna Philharmonic under Wilhelm Jahn on 11 February 
1883, only the two middle movements were given. The low brass instrumentation 
was two tenor valve trombones in B f, a bass valve trombone in F, and a bass tuba in F.

Symphony No. 7 (WAB 107), for orchestra (2,2,2,2; 8,3,3,1, timp, strings)
Premiere: 30 December 1884, Leipzig
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The Seventh Symphony was premiered in the Leipzig Municipal Theater by the Ge-
wandhaus Orchestra under the direction of Arthur Nikisch. The trombone section most 
likely consisted of two tenor slide trombones and a tenor-bass slide trombone with F 
attachment made by the famous Leipzig maker Johann Christian Penzel (1817–79) 
or another Leipzig workshop. The contrabass-tuba part was probably performed on 
an instrument in BB f or CC. In a roughly contemporary catalogue of the Erfurt firm 
of Carl and Eduard Kruspe (ca. 1870) are found, for example, a “Contre Baß in B 
mit 4 Pump Ventil” (contrabass in B f with four piston valves) and a “Contre Baß in 
C m. Cylinder Ventil” (contrabass in C with rotary valves).64

Te Deum (WAB 45), for chorus, orchestra, and organ
Premiere: 10 January 1886, Vienna
The Te Deum was premiered by the Vienna Singverein under Hans Richter. If the 
low brass of the Vienna Court Opera/Philharmonic played in the orchestra, then 
slide trombones were used for the first time in a Bruckner premiere in Vienna. On 1 
March 1883 the Court Opera hired three trombonists from Germany because music 
director Wilhelm Jahn desired slide trombones, which were “not at all cultivated” in 
Vienna. Two of the five trombonists of the opera orchestra declared themselves will-
ing to learn slide trombone, so an alto slide trombone in E f, a tenor slide trombone 
in B f, and a tenor-bass slide trombone in B f with F attachment were purchased in 
Leipzig, and a further tenor-bass slide trombone from a private source.65 The tuba 
part was probably played on a Berlin or Vienna tuba in F.

Symphony No. 8 (WAB 108), for orchestra (3,3,3,3; 8,3,3,1, timp, perc, three harps, 
strings)
Premiere: 18 December 1892, Vienna
After the International Pitch Conference in Vienna in 1885, the French standard 
pitch of A=435 Hz was re-established at the Viennese Court Opera,66 and in 1886 
eight trombones were purchased at this pitch from the firm of F. Schlott, Leipzig.67 

Thus the Leipzig trombones bought in 1883 remained in use for only three years. 
For the premiere of the Eighth Symphony with the Vienna Philharmonic (made up 
of musicians from the Court Opera Orchestra) under Hans Richter, the trombone 
section was most likely made up of two tenor slide trombones in B f and a tenor-bass 
slide trombone in B f by Schlott. The tuba part was probably played on a tuba in F.

Helgoland (WAB 71), for men’s chorus and orchestra (2,2,2,2; 4,3,3,1, timp, strings)
Premiere: 8 October 1893, Vienna
The cantata was a commission for the fiftieth anniversary celebration of the Vienna 
Männergesangsverein (Men’s Singing Society). The instruments used by the low brass 
were probably similar to those at the two preceding Viennese premieres.
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Symphony No. 5 (WAB 105), for orchestra (2,2,2,2; 4,3,3,1, timp, cymbals, triangle, 
offstage brass and percussion, strings)68 
Premiere: 9 April 1894, Graz
The premiere of the Fifth Symphony was given by the Graz Municipal Orchestra under 
the direction of Franz Schalk. It is no longer possible to determine whether valve or 
slide trombones were employed at the premiere, since it is not known when other 
orchestras in Austria followed the example of the Court Opera and switched back to 
slide trombones. The tuba part was probably performed on a tuba in F.

Symphony No. 9 (WAB 109), for orchestra (3,3,3,3; 8,3,3,1, timp, strings)
Premiere: 11 February 1903, Vienna
The premiere was given by the Vienna Concertverein Orchestra (later the Vienna 
Symphony Orchestra) under Ferdinand Löwe. In a photo of Löwe and this orchestra 
from 1901, the trombonists are shown with a tenor slide trombone without F at-
tachment and two tenor-bass slide trombones with F attachment (Figure 7).69 In the 
photo the tubist is holding a Viennese F tuba. It is therefore very probable that this 
tuba was also used in the premiere of the Ninth Symphony, although the part speci-
fies “Contrabass Tuba.”

Figure 7: Josef Alexander Fink, Das Orchester des Wiener Concertvereins unter Ferdinand Löwe. 
Reproduced by the kind permission of the Sammlungen  

der Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde in Wien.
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Conclusion

Although Bruckner, in contrast to other nineteenth-century composers such as Gi-
useppe Verdi and Joseph Lanner, apparently never composed specifically for valve 
trombones, most of his works were premiered with these instruments. The fact that 
Bruckner integrated the trombone into his works from the beginning appears above 
all to be due to the traditions of his native region and with the particular context 
of the trombone in Catholic church music. However, in the phase leading up to his 
mature style, the organist Bruckner was thinking more about the registration possibili-
ties of an organ while writing the low-brass chorales in his symphonies. Yet Wagner’s 
influence on Bruckner’s instrumentation becomes increasingly clear over the course 
of time. And with that it appears that the “covered” sound of the Austrian low brass, 
with valve trombones and bombardon, in contrast to the more direct sound of the 
German slide trombones and tuba, was no longer able to do justice to Bruckner’s tonal 
ideals. Nevertheless, it is interesting from the viewpoint of historical performance 
practice to approach Bruckner’s works from the sonority in which he himself heard 
his music performed.
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